A BIOGRAPHY OF CHUCK CLOSE BORN IN MONROE WASHINGTON
Chuck Close was born on July 5, , in Monroe, Washington. Suffering from severe dyslexia, Close did poorly in school
but found solace in.

Aside from the awards, he has received several honoraries from institutions like the Yale University, a
member of the National Academy of Design and an appointment as an artist of the Cultural Affairs
Commission among several others. This conceptual foundation of Close's work has been his essential legacy
to his many admirers and successors. Jack Tworkov, the new director of the MFA program, supported the
teaching of contemporary art movements e. Explained in his own words: "We all share a common knowledge
and interest in faces. Charles had a difficult time with academics due to dyslexia, although teachers were often
impressed with his creative approach to projects. The everyday nature of the subject matter of the paintings
likewise worked to secure the painting as a realist object. It did not seem like such a dichotomy or a denial of
who I was. Left OR Right? Key Ideas Photorealist painting of the s celebrated the glossy, mirror-like "look" of
the photograph, but after achieving that ideal, Close swiftly turned to portraiture, suggesting it as a means for
exploring unsettling aspects of how self identity is always a composite and highly constructed, if not
ultimately conflicted fiction. Ultimately, the ruling was in favor of the university, a decision that effectively
ended his time in Amherst. Close's world is one of meticulous technique and unwavering hard work. Photo
was used as announcement for his first solo exhibition at the Bykert Gallery Searching for a way to
reintroduce color to his work, Close returned to photography for inspiration. The two subsequently married
that December. Close mentored 34 students in the sixth through eighth grades at Roosevelt School in
Bridgeport, Connecticut , one of eight schools in the nation to participate in this public-private partnership
developed in cooperation with the U. These are the most important collaborations of my life as an artist. These
tapestries and prints were sold as a fundraiser to support the Obama Victory Fund. His work continued to
appear in exhibitions and group shows, and many major museums acquired his pieces for their collections. In
his work was included in the Whitney Biennial and the following year his portraits were the subject of an
exhibition at the Walker Art Center. Studied at the University of Washington MFA from Yale in In , President
Clinton named Close a recipient of the National Medal of Arts 3 His Work Visual artist, who used inventive
techniques to paint the human face Best known for creating large scale photo-realistic portraits â€” Photo
Realistic Painter- artist studies a photograph and then attempts to reproduce the image as realistically as
possible in another medium By the late s, Close and his photo-realist pieces were entrenched in the New York
City art scene Used several different Medium throughout the years â€” Airbrush, fingerprints, crayon, acrylic,
watercolor, oil, pencil, paper, and paper collage Phil. Current Work Chuck Close speaking in Close's current
method of painting originated with his pastel portraits of Close's dependence on the grid as a metaphor for his
analytical processes, which suggest that the "whole" is rarely more or less than the sum of its parts, is a
conceptual equivalent for the camera's analytical, serial approach to any given subject. Thus, portraits of Lou
Reed and Roy Lichtenstein, for example, seem 'whole. Working from a gridded photograph, he builds his
images by applying one careful stroke after another in multi-colors or grayscale. Thanks for watching!
Typically, each square within the grid is filled with roughly executed regions of color usually consisting of
painted rings on a contrasting background which give the cell a perceived 'average' hue which makes sense
from a distance. Visit Website Through all of this, however, Close deepened his love for painting and art in
general. Also in black and white, these paintings emphasized their photographic roots. Now, in his early 70s,
and continuing to evolve in his artistic practices, Close has been applying his methods to the production of
highly illusionistic imagery in the format of portraits of his friends, colleagues, and others.

